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We need to find-out what a Covid memorial for Orkney 
should be like. We’ll be using creative approaches to explore 

with people how they’d like to remember.

We need your help to explore ideas, thoughts, experiences 
and feelings about the pandemic in Orkney and how it’s 

affected you. It’s very important that we hear from lots of 
folk from all around Orkney to have their say in what

a memorial should be.

This Pdf has some sheets for you to put down your thoughts 
and some questions to get things going. 

You can print out pages 2-5 to fill in the sheets if you like.

It’s anonymous, so no need to put your details on the sheets.

You can click to submit the form directly, or email, call or text 
us your input (details below)

You can also drop-off completed sheets at the VAO offices in 
Kirkwall.

https://www.rememberingtogether.scot
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Remembering Together, Orkney
Use single words or short statements (of a few words) to express 
your thoughts, feelings, memories and ideas about the experience of 
the Covid 19 pandemic. Use the wordcloud sheet if you like.

Think about these questions:

What was hard about the pandemic?

What did it feel like at the time?

What does it feel like looking back at the time?

How was it different in Orkney?

Was there anything good about the experience?

What should we learn from the experience?

What colour would you give the experience (and why)?

What should we remember about this time?
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Remembering Together, Orkney

What should it bring?

What should a Covid memorial for Orkney be like?

What should it allow you to do?



John Phillips (musician) 07946735096
emma@ainsleyphillipsprojects.com        Emma Ainsley (artist) 07534283808

Use this space for anything else you'd like to add

Click to send form by email

THANKS FOR YOUR INPUT!
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